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Abstract
Recently, the development of Edge AI, which brings computation resources and
artificial intelligence closer to the network edge, has been growing rapidly. Compared
to Cloud AI applications, Edge AI takes advantage of low network latency and
reduced bandwidth consumption. However, most of the Edge AI applications are
still in the conceptual phase, and thorough implementations are not well achieved.
In addition, the performance impact of the AI model serving that moves from cloud
to edge devices – which can be resource-constrained – has not been sufficiently
investigated. This thesis aims to fill the gap in this respect, by investigating and
benchmarking edge-based and cloud-based AI model serving, through the use of
existing serving systems such as TensorFlow Serving and Clipper. Furthermore, we
rely on the usage of Kubernetes for ensuring more robustness and higher scalability
both on edge and cloud – we use a Single-Board Computer as edge device, and Google
Kubernetes Engine (GKE) as cloud environment. From the empirical point of view,
we characterize the performance of Edge AI and Cloud AI model serving in terms
of throughput and response time, by taking into account several AI applications
that are based on classical machine learning and deep learning algorithms. Our
results show that, as expected, Edge AI benefits from lower network latency, while
Cloud AI benefits from higher computational resources availability. However, we
found out that the an edge-based approach introduces some advantages when serving
high-throughput applications, when caching mechanisms are used, and when a few
users (preferably one) query the model serving.
Keywords AI model serving, edge AI, cloud computing, kubernetes, microservices,
Tensorflow Serving, Clipper, GKE
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1 Introduction
In recent years, the applications driven by machine learning have captured more
and more attention. Machine learning can help machines on learning from the
past experience and improve the decisions that they will make in the future.
Figure 1 shows the main processes and components characterizing the machine
learning. The process by which machines are learning is called training or
learning, while the phase in which machines take decisions or make predictions
after training is called Inference. The machine learning model is the output
of the training process and it is used to make predictions. Model Serving is
the process of taking a trained model and making it available to serve prediction
requests. Training is usually considered as a complex process in which a huge
amount of computational resources occur with a high amount of data needed,
and it may even take from a few hours to several days for completing a training
process [29][30]. Differently, inference is often considered a more lightweight compu-
tational work, even though inference requests can be requested from around the world.
Figure 1: The relation of training, inference (prediction) and model serving
As an example, we can consider the Amazon’s products recommendation functionality.
These kind of services are supposed to rapidly scale because of the high number of
users connected, but also to handle high peaks of requests (e.g. on Black Friday day).
Moreover, the product recommendations should be given timely and accurately as
the user interests change.
The challenges of training and inference are different. For the training part,
researchers and developers usually select a model and the use of a machine learning
framework that is suitable to the specific model and the preferred programming
language, by taking into account also hardware availability and suitability. Then
the training is started with the tools provided by the selected machine learning
framework. It is very rare that the trained model can provide good performance at
the first attempt so further iterations with a different set up of the parameters are
needed. Comparing with model training which demands complicated infrastructure
and theory, model serving (inference) puts more focus on practice and user experience.
Deployers need to prepare the runtime of the trained model according to the machine
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learning framework by which the model was trained. In addition, the model serving
is expected to scale rapidly as the growing number of users. High throughput, low
latency and high availability are necessities of a good model serving. Furthermore,
higher rate of deployment automation and less maintenance are also strongly desirable.
Responding to the challenges of machine learning training, many new frameworks
are being developed focusing on specific models or specific application domains. For
example, Tensorflow [22] is well-known for handling deep learning models, Vowpal
Wabbit [25] for large linear models, Caffe [23] for image classification, HTK [24] for
speech recognition, etc. An increasing number of new machine learning algorithms,
models and tools – such as [26][27] – are being designed, developed, and updated
constantly. However, although there is a relevant effort on developing further and
optimizing the training phase, there has not been so far the same attention for
enhancing the inference phase (model serving). As the majority of the AI applications
(e.g. facial payment, automated driving system, etc.) require high precision and
reliability, there is a growing demand for an effective, highly robust, scalable and
responsive model serving mechanisms. In order to cope with the higher demand
of the inference phase, this thesis aims to characterize the AI model serving, by
considering several scenarios and different use cases.
1.1 Cloud AI and edge AI
In recent years, the development of AI applications has been growing rapidly. From
online shopping service, to peer-to-peer ridesharing platform, AI has entered into
almost every aspect of our lives. Many AI services are deployed on cloud computing
facilities because AI or machine learning algorithms usually entail a large amount
of computation and resource consumption demand, and cloud services can meet
the requirement with the allocation of flexible resources which can be assigned on
demand. However, AI applications are characterized by heterogeneous configuration
and performance requirements. This heterogeneity implies also that, in some cases,
cloud-based solution cannot always satisfy at once the requirements of all the AI
applications, especially from performance perspectives. As an example, an AI cloud-
based automated driving system could face several issues on satisfying the very strict
latency requirements that these types of service are demanding. In fact, the time
spent on the decision making of the driving system is heavily dependent on the
network situation and cloud-based approach cannot be considered the most effective
approach for avoiding adverse network conditions. The implications of late responsive
systems can undermine the safety of the passengers, when for example the car is
entering into a remote area characterized by limited connectivity or the network is
temporarily congested. In addition, relying on third parties cloud services can lead
to privacy issues, when personal data and street-view images that may include the
faces of the pedestrians nearby are sent and stored in the cloud. Besides, Internet
access is not always available. Considering all these problems and limitations, the
concept of Edge Computing has recently emerged. The new approach aims to
extend computation resources closer to where data is produced, as Figure 2 shows.
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Also AI can substantially benefits from an edge-computing based approach. One
advantage lies in the fact that the physical distance between end-devices and edge is
considerably less when compared to the distance between a data center – which can
provide services from remote regions compared to where the requests come from –
and the end-device that is receiving the service. A clear advantage deriving from the
reduced physical distance is a reduced network latency, which is critical for many
AI applications such as automated driving system. Besides, the privacy issue can
be mitigated because AI requests are processed locally, and users might not need to
trust on third party services.
Figure 2: Edge computing brings computation resources close to where data is
produced.
Considering the numerous advantages of edge computing [5][6], which can enable
many applications and services [7][8][9], a great number of research work has been
done in this area. One interesting research area is Mobile Edge Computing (MEC)
[1][2]. The rising study of MEC has been undertaken in order to achieve the
goal of offloading the backbone network workload, by moving the cloud computing
resources and capabilities to the edge of the cellular network [11][10]. Instead of
moving computation resources to the cellular network, Ren et al [4] proposed a new
vision of edge computing, particularly suitable for IoT networks, using transparent
computing. The idea of IoT-based edge computing is also advocated by Zhang et al,
who deploy Big Data services on IoT networks in order to overcome the challenges
and the limitations of cloud computing deployments[3]. Naturally, the merits of
edge computing also capture a lot of attention of AI experts. Due to the problems
and challenges of the traditional AI serving, the ideas of AI decentralization were
brought up and well discussed in [12] and [13]. Furthermore, the concepts of edge
computing and AI are combined to solve several problems in practice. [15] brings
deep learning into edge environment implemented with IoT devices, and a resource-
efficient edge computing scheme was proposed in [16], where compute-intensive tasks
can be offloaded across the local devices and the edge cloud. [14] introduced a new
fog computing architecture that facilitates infrastructure and services deployment
in smart cities. Moreover, there has been a considerable amount of work focusing
on model serving of a specific application, e.g. video recommendation [17], speech
recognition [21], product recommendation [20] and targeted advertising [18][19], etc.
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1.2 Research questions
The thesis activity aims to investigate and benchmark the deployment of different
AI model serving options, by qualitatively and quantitatively evaluating existing
systems such as TensorFlow Serving [50] and Clipper [28]. Additionally, one of the
core part of the work is to make possible the execution of such serving systems on
edge devices such as Single-Board Computer.
In summary, the work sought to answer the following research questions:
– How to deploy and expose AI model serving in Single-Board Computers?
– How this service exposure and deployment option compares with the cloud-
centric view in terms of performance?
1.3 Thesis outline
Chapter 1 provides a high-level description of the investigated research area, high-
lighting also what are the key challenges characterizing it. Chapter 2 introduces
the background information needed for getting familiar with the key concepts of the
thesis. In chapter 3, the experimental setup is introduced in detail, while in Chapter
4 the results of our empirical evaluation are presented and analyzed. Finally, Chapter
5 provides the conclusion and the main insights deriving from this thesis, discussing
also the possible future work.
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2 Background
This chapter explains some concepts that are supposed to be known to follow up the
content of the following chapters. After finishing this chapter, readers will understand
why these concepts and topics are important and relevant in the thesis.
2.1 Cloud computing
As the definition from AWS, “Cloud computing is the on-demand delivery of
compute power, database, storage, applications, and other IT resources via the
internet with pay-as-you-go pricing” [31]. Cloud computing can also be regarded as
a pool of computer resources that users can use on demand conveniently without
direct maintenance and management themselves. Physical hardware resources
like CPUs, memory, storage, network capacity, etc are virtualized on cloud for
fine-grained virtual resources provisioning. If cloud is provided over the Internet
and for unselected customers, it is public cloud. Specifically, Redhat defines
public cloud [32] as “a pool of virtual resources—developed from hardware owned
and managed by a third-party company—that is automatically provisioned and
allocated among multiple clients through a self-service interface.” Companies can
benefit from public cloud because they save up the up-front infrastructure costs
substantially and only the amount of virtual resources they actually used is charged.
Startups like public cloud because they pay little for hardware in the beginning
phase, however, they can rapidly adjust the resource configurations as the number
of users is growing. In addition, public cloud is also suitable for users who want
to make a test or experiment quickly. AWS, Azure and GCP are main players in
the field of public cloud. In contrast, private cloud is usually for one organization
and internal use. The benefits of private cloud are security and flexibility but the
cost may be expensive. Hybrid cloud is a combination of public cloud and private
cloud. For example, a mobile network operator has its own data center and it can
rent out its unused resources to external users. In addition, cloud computing can
also be categorized by service models as IaaS, PaaS and SaaS by NIST [33]. Briefly
speaking, IaaS only manages and provides the underlying cloud infrastructure, PaaS
provides application developers with development environments, and customers can
use the provider’s service from SaaS.
In our experiment, GKE [34] is chosen for the cloud environment. On the one
hand, GKE is public cloud on which tests and experiments are easily made without
management and maintenance of computer resources. On the other hand, GKE can
start up a kubernetes cluster conveniently and save us a lot of time.
2.2 Edge computing
Edge computing is defined as “a networking philosophy focused on bringing
computing as close to the source of data as possible in order to reduce latency
and bandwidth use” [35] by CloudFlare. Edge computing moves the processing
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of requests from servers on the cloud to edge devices such as IoT devices. Bring
computing to edge or local reduces the network communication distance which is
very important for some specific applications.
Take an automated driving system as an example. Assume that a camera in a
self-driving car takes street-view pictures every second and sends them to a server
on cloud for road conditions analysis. The server analyzes the pictures and sends
back its analysis results such as driving directions. In this case the first problem is
that the car could receive delayed results from the server due to network latency,
and it may cause a serious accident. In addition, assume that in the future all the
cars are equipped with the automated driving system and they send pictures to
the server, the network bandwidth will be significantly consumed and the server is
overwhelmed by these requests. Now imagine that the processing of picture analysis
is moved to edge devices. Then the situation is much improved because the analysis
results of pictures will be timely received due to short and stable network latency.
Moreover, the bandwidth consumption of the Internet infrastructure is much less
than before as most of the traffic is not outside the edge. To sum up, the benefits of
edge computing are low network latency and low bandwidth usage, which are critical
for some real-time applications.
2.3 Machine learning
Machine learning can help machines on learning from the past experience and
improve the decisions that they will make in the future. The process that machines
are learning is called Training, and the phase that machines make decisions or
predictions after training is called Inference. People may wonder why machine
learning is necessary, considering the existing algorithms and programs can already
do many things for us now? There are three main reasons [36]. One reason that
algorithms cannot replace machine learning is that the designers of the algorithms
cannot anticipate all situations in a specific environment. For example, so far there
is no such a traditional algorithm that can enable a robot vacuum to clean a messy
house efficiently without making observations in this new environment. In addition,
the designers of algorithms cannot anticipate all changes over time. It is difficult
for a developer to write a piece of code that can predict the weather of the next
day accurately without adapting its prediction with the latest meteorological data.
Moreover, there are some functionalities that are very difficult to be implemented
by a program, e.g. recognizing handwriting digits is challenging for a traditional
algorithm, but machine learning can achieve a very high accuracy for this purpose.
2.4 AI frameworks
An AI framework is an interface, library or tool that makes it easy to build and train
models. Thanks to AI frameworks, developers without the expert-level knowledge
of underlying algorithms and details can construct and optimize models easily and
conveniently. Tensorflow [22] and scikit-learn [37] as two common AI frameworks are
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used to train AI models in the thesis. Tensorflow is used because it is the base of
Tensorflow Object Detection API [39][38] which is of our interest, and scikit-learn is
selected due to its convenience to build and train standard models (logistic regression
and random forest, in our case).
2.4.1 Tensorflow
TensorFlow [22] is an end-to-end open source platform for machine learning [40]. It
provides a library for numerical computation using dataflow graph, and is commonly
used for neural network and deep learning. The library that Tensorflow provides
is low-level and so it allows researches to design and test new models with a set of
simple operators. With Tensorflow, models can be designed in a more flexible way,
and GPUs are easily used for fast training.
2.4.2 Scikit-learn
Scikit-learn [37] is higher level library with which one can quickly build and train
standard machine learning models with a few lines of python code. Therefore it
is quite useful if you want to build and train a standard model quickly. However,
scikit-learn is not very convenient to design and implement custom machine learning
models.
2.5 AI models
An AI/ML model is the output of machine learning training. The model of “SSD
inception v2” [45] is based on Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) [41], which is a
class of deep neural networks that are mostly used for computer vision. This section
gives a brief introduction to the three models that will be used in the following
experiments. At the end of the section, the reasons to choose these models are also
explained.
2.5.1 SSD inception v2
The model of “SSD inception v2” is a AI/ML model that is trained with the open
source framework of Tensorflow Object Detection API [38], which is built on
top of Tensorflow. This model is used to serve prediction requests for localizing and
identifying multiple objects from one image. Besides “SSD inception v2”, other
CNN-based models like Fast R-CNN [42], R-FCN [43], Multibox [44] and YOLO
[46] are also modern object detectors.
The inputs of the model are the pixel values of color images, and the inference of the
model includes the following 4 results:
– Detection boxes, which localize the objects in the image.
– Detection classes, which classify the objects in the image.
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– Detection scores that indicates confidence that the object was genuinely de-
tected.
– The number of objects detected.
2.5.2 Logistic regression and random forest
Logistic regression [47] is a easy, fast and simple machine learning algorithm, and is a
good choice to start with classification algorithms. The output of logistic regression
is a probability (between 0 and 1), which can be used to predict binary results 0 or 1.
If the probability is larger than 0.5, its prediction result is 1, otherwise it predicts 0.
The binary logistic regression can be extended for multi-class classification as well.
Comparing with logistic regression, random forest [48][49] is a more accurate and
powerful machine learning model. Random forest is an ensemble model where
multiple decision trees are combined to form a more robust model. The model can
give a more accurate result and tolerate relatively lower signal to noise ratio even if
a single tree in the forest is highly sensitive to the noise in the training data set.
2.5.3 The selection of AI models
The three models introduced above are selected in the following experiments. The
idea behind the selection is based on two factors. The first factor is that we want
to choose models used in different scenarios. SSD inception v2 is based on CNN,
which has remarkable performance on image classification, while logistic regression
and random forest are classical machine learning models, and they are capable
for classifications for general purposes. In addition, we want to use models with
distinct characteristics, and in our case the time required for prediction is considered.
SSD inception v2 is very slow as it is based on deep neural network, and logistic
regression needs the least time. Random forest, which is relatively complex than
logistic regression, ranks in the middle position.
2.6 AI model serving
AI model serving is a process of taking a trained model and making it available
to serve prediction requests. The following sections give a brief introduction to AI
model serving that is provided on cloud and edge respectively.
2.6.1 AI model serving on cloud
Cloud solutions for AI model serving are appealing. Cloud has rich resources for
computation, storage, network capacity, etc, and AI model serving can use the cloud
feature of autoscaling to adjust resource usage based on the varying traffic and
workload. In addition, some hardware, e.g. GPU and TPU can be conveniently used
for deploying AI models that are optimized for these hardware. Moreover, there are
many AI related functions and services from cloud vendors, and the work of both AI
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model training and serving is facilitated on the cloud platforms. However, cloud AI
is not perfect and it faces challenges. One challenge is the significant consumption of
Internet bandwidth due to the long distances that AI requests have to pass through.
For the same reason, it is difficult for cloud AI to meet the requirements of some
real-time AI applications for which timely responses are critical.
2.6.2 AI model serving on edge
AI model serving on edge, or Edge AI is one solution that is expected to overcome
the challenges that cloud AI is facing. Edge AI pushes the complexity of AI processing
away to the edge of the network. The benefits of Edge AI are many. First, it serves
AI requests on the edge of the network, and this action offloads traffic from the
backbone network to the local network. Another benefit of edge AI is that it decreases
network communication distance and network latency, which are critical for some
AI real-time applications, e.g. automated driving system. Furthermore, a potential
problem with privacy, which exists in cloud AI, is mitigated as the traffic is controlled
in a smaller area.
2.7 AI model serving systems
An AI model serving system provides model serving based on a given model. A
serving system prepares the runtime of the model and provides serving for prediction
requests with a trained AI/ML model. In the following part, two common model
serving systems, Tensorflow Serving [50] and Clipper [28][51], are introduced.
2.7.1 Tensorflow Serving
Tensorflow Serving is a flexible, high-performance serving system for AI/ML models
and it is designed for production environment [50]. It has been used in production
for relative long time and its quality and stability are well tested and verified. There
are quite good documentations for learners and developers, and it is also widely used
and integrated in other machine learning tools such as Kubeflow [52]. It provides
out-of-the-box integration with Tensorflow models, but needs more work to serve
with other types of models.
Tensorflow Serving can run in a docker container or on a k8s cluster. In order to run
Tensorflow Serving in a docker container, one needs to run a container with a docker
image tensorflow/serving as the first step. Then copy a trained or downloaded
model and variables into the container and update environment variables. The last
step is to commit the container and a new docker image with the given model is
created. If one wants to use Tensorflow Serving with k8s, a YAML [53] configuration
file, orchestrating docker containers, is needed for this purpose.
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2.7.2 Clipper
Clipper is another prediction serving system for machine learning [51]. Clipper can
support different types of models conveniently, and it provides a possibility to add
custom logic before prediction requests are processed by model containers.
Clipper also provides model serving in docker container or k8s cluster. To use Clipper,
a typical way is to write a python script and configure the deployment with the
following steps:
– Configure Clipper with docker/k8s manager and start Clipper.
– Define a AI/ML model by defining a python closure.
– Register an application, creating and exposing a prediction REST API.
– Configure and deploy the defined model in docker containers.
– Link the registered application and the deployed model.
2.8 Container virtualization and orchestration for microser-
vices
Microservices [57][58] is a software development method that decouples an application
into several loosely services [56]. It provides a benefit of modularity, which makes the
work of development, testing and deployment conveniently. In addition, unlike the
monolithic approach in which an application supporting multiple functions has to
scaled in a way that all functions are scaled as a whole even if only one function needs
to be scaled, microservices can easily scale the services of an application separately.
It is very common to apply microservices to cloud-native applications [56], which are
based on container technology. In the container technology, docker and kubernetes
are very popular and widely used in many fields.
2.8.1 Docker container
Docker [54] is one type of container, which isolates from each other and has its
own software, libraries and configurations individually. Containers share one OS
kernel and therefore are more lightweight than virtual machines [55], each of which
has its own OS. The function and behavior of a docker container is defined by a
docker image, which can be stored and downloaded with a public container image
repository, e.g. docker hub [59], or a private docker registry.
Container has a lot of merits, e.g. isolation, cross-platform and lightweight, which
enable it to be used in a wide range. In addition, a container provides an environment
in which all dependencies are ready for the application inside the image, and it can
run in wherever docker engine is installed. These advantages abstract away the
complexity of the running environments, and largely facilitates the deployment of
products, which makes it very popular in software industry.
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2.8.2 Kubernetes
Kubernetes or k8s [60], is a container orchestration tool and provides a container-
centric management environment. K8s facilitates the automation of application
deployment across a cluster of hosts or virtual machines. In addition, with k8s, it is
easy to manage deployment versions and scale the services of applications.
Kubernetes cluster setup
For single node, minikube [61] and microk8s [62] are good choices to try out the
k8s cluster. Minikube is suitable for running a k8s cluster in a VM on a laptop,
while microk8s can start up a k8s cluster under 60 seconds on about any linux
box. In the following experiments, microk8s is chosen to setup a k8s cluster on a
single-board computer because it has an advantage over minikube that it doesn’t
require a hypervisor.
In addition, cloud vendors provide their own managed services for k8s, which enable
users to fast deployment and easy maintenance. For example, on top of GCP [63],
Google launched GKE [34] to fast deploy k8s cluster. Besides, Amazon ECR and
Azure AKS are the counterparts on other cloud platforms.
There are also custom solutions on cloud platforms or on-premises, but they will not
be introduced here because they are not very relevant to the thesis content.
Pod
A pod is a basic unit that can be created and deployed inside k8s cluster. It is an
encapsulation including a container (or several in some cases) typically, a network
interface with an IP address and storage resources. One pod represents one instance
of an application, and it can be scaled with other k8s objects, which will be introduced
below.
ReplicaSet
ReplicaSet ensures the specific number of pods are running in a k8s cluster. It
keeps monitoring the number of running pods and compare it with that in the
configuration. If the two number are not matched, a corresponding action, scaling up
or down, will be taken to make them equal. ReplicaSet is rarely used solely, usually
a high-level object deployment is configured to provide declarative updates to pods
using ReplicaSet.
Deployment
Deployment, as its name says, is a k8s object to deploy applications along with many
useful features on a k8s cluster. For example, it provides a deployment strategy
RollingUpdate, which updates application instances one-by-one so that users are
not affected during the update. In addition, it manages deployment versions and
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allows operators to switch to any previous version if a new deployment encounters
problems. As a basic function, deployment can also change the configurations of a
update, e.g. updating the number of pods using ReplicaSet, etc.
Service
As the previous description, ReplicaSet and Deployment maintain a specific
number of pods and dynamically scale up or down pods if some pods are down or
other problems occur. However, there is no guarantee that the newly spawned pods
remain the same IP addresses as before. Assume there are some “users” interacting
with some pods, and the problem is how “users” know and track these pods after
the pods are restarted by k8s ReplicaSet or Deployment? A k8s object Service is
used to solve the problem. A k8s service is an abstraction which defines a logical set
of pods. It uses labels to define a set of pods to which the same labels are attached.
Thanks to k8s service, “users” now only need to know the service, and not to be
aware of any changes on the backend pods.
When a service is needed to be exposed to external, ServiceTypes should be specified.
ClusterIP as the default service type, is used to expose a service with a cluster-
internal IP. NodePort can expose a service to each node’s IP at a static/dynamic
port, which ranges within 30000-32767 by default. LoadBalancer, which may be
provided by cloud providers, exposes a service to a public IP using a load balancer.
2.9 Summary
In this chapter, we introduced the background information and important concepts
that are useful to understand the reminder of this thesis. First, a brief introduction
to cloud computing and edge computing was given, highlighting also what are
advantages and disadvantages of the two approaches. After, we discussed all the
machine learning concepts that are relevant for this thesis, such as training inference,
AI models, model serving, as well as the frameworks used in the experimental part of
this work. Finally, container virtualization, container orchestration, and their usage
to achieve microservices-based deployments were also discussed.
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3 Methodology
This chapter provides the details of the methodology used in the experiments during
our study. Specifically, we provide additional information about the usage of the AI
models used in this work, the set up of a Kubernetes cluster on cloud and single-
board computer, and how to provide microservice-based AI model serving through
Tensorflow Serving and Clipper. Finally, we describe what evaluation method is used
in order to measure the performance of the AI model serving.
3.1 Docker
Due to the fact that in our experiments all the AI serving tasks are performed through
microservices, the installation of a container runtime engine, with a configuration
suitable for our study’s purposes, is the first step to accomplish. In our setup, Docker
[54] is used because its wide popularity and adoption in the context of microservices-
based platforms. In addition, we create a Docker Hub account to use its container
image repository.
Install Docker
All the required steps needed to install Docker can be found in [64]. A successful
Docker installation can be verified through the following command:
$ docker -v
Docker version 18.09.2, build 6247962
Register Docker Hub account
The Docker hub account can be registered at [59], and through the account one
or more Docker image repositories can be created to store and download different
versions of docker images created by the user.
3.2 Acquire AI trained models
In this section, the methods to acquire AI trained models used for our scope are
given. Three models are used in our experiments. The first one is SSD inception
v2 (COCO), a Tensorflow object detection model that was trained with the data
from COCO [65]. A version of its trained model is available from Tensorflow Github
[66]. The other two models are logistic regression and random forest, which are used
to recognize handwriting digits from MNIST database [67]. For both of these two
models, a small training job is needed.
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3.2.1 SSD inception v2 (COCO)
This model is used only in Tensorflow Serving in our experiments. In this section,
we provide the necessary steps for setting up the model to work. Before acquiring
the model, a working directory thesis is created:
$ cd ~
$ mkdir thesis
$ export WORK_DIR=~/thesis
Next, we download the model from [66]. Scroll down to the section COCO-
trained models, click the link ssd_inception_v2_coco, and save the file
ssd_inception_v2_coco_2018_01_28.tar.gz (the file name may be changed
later) to local directory, e.g. ~/Downloads. After that extract it into the working
directory:
$ tar xvzf ~/Downloads/ssd_inception_v2_coco_2018_01_28.tar.gz -C
$WORK_DIR
Once done this, we can see the following files/directories:
$ cd $WORK_DIR/ssd_inception_v2_coco_2018_01_28
$ ls
checkpoint frozen_inference_graph.pb model.ckpt.data-00000-of-00001
model.ckpt.index model.ckpt.meta pipeline.config saved_model
The model we will use is in a sub-directory called saved_model, which includes
a serialized Tensorflow SavedModel (saved_model.pb) and the variables directory
(variables).
$ cd saved_model
$ ls
saved_model.pb variables
Before saved_model.pb and variables can be used, it is recommendable to create a
new directory called 1 – basically using the same name of the model version number
– and move the serialized model and related variables to this sub-directory 1:
$ mkdir 1
$ mv saved_model.pb variables 1
Once executed these preliminary tasks, the model is ready to be loaded and used by
Tensorflow Serving.
3.2.2 Logistic regression and random forest
The models of logistic regression and random forest are acquired from scikit-learn
with python script. To train the models, an appropriate set of data is needed. In
our experiments, MNIST handwriting digits database [67] is chosen and downloaded
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(from OpenML [68]) for this purpose:
from sklearn.datasets import fetch_openml
X, y = fetch_openml(’mnist_784’, version=1, return_X_y=True)
For the training phase, only the first 10000 samples are used to the train models
– instead of 60000 for saving some time in the training phase –, and the last 20
samples are used to verify if the model training has been successful. It is worth
highlighting that the data is not shuffled, in order to assure that the same trained
model is obtained for each run of the script.
train_samples = 10000
test_size = 20
X_train = X[0:train_samples, :]
y_train = y[0:train_samples]
X_test = X[-test_size-1:-1, :]
y_test = y[-test_size-1:-1]
In order to normalize the data, we execute the following commands:
scaler = StandardScaler()
X_train = scaler.fit_transform(X_train)
X_test = scaler.transform(X_test)
After pre-processing the data before the training phase, the model of logistic regression
is trained:
lr = LogisticRegression(C=50. / train_samples, multi_class=’multinomial’,
penalty=’l1’, solver=’saga’, tol=0.1)
lr.fit(X_train, y_train)
In order to verify the trained model, we run:
print("Inference score: %.4f" % lr.score(X_test, y_test))
print("LR Output: ", lr.predict(X_test))
The printed output is:
Inference score: 0.7500
LR Output: [’7’ ’3’ ’6’ ’6’ ’0’ ’1’ ’7’ ’8’ ’4’ ’5’ ’6’ ’7’ ’8’ ’4’ ’0’ ’1’ ’2’ ’3’ ’4’ ’5’]
Both the inference score, as well as the predicting results are reasonable. We repeated
a similar process for the Random Forest model:
rf = RandomForestClassifier(n_estimators=500, min_samples_split=5)
rf.fit(X_train, y_train)
print("Inference score: %.4f" % rf.score(X_test, y_test))
print("RF Output: ", rf.predict(X_test))
The printed output is:
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Inference score: 0.9500
RF output: [’7’ ’2’ ’6’ ’6’ ’0’ ’1’ ’2’ ’3’ ’4’ ’5’ ’6’ ’7’ ’8’ ’9’ ’0’ ’1’ ’2’ ’3’ ’4’ ’5’]
It is worth pointing out that our goal is to obtain valid trained models, and assure
that the same trained models are acquired for each run of the script. The accuracy of
the trained model is a control variable and remain the same in all the experiments.
3.3 Setup of AI serving systems
This section gives information about the setup and the use of the two AI serving
systems employed in our work: Tensorflow Serving and Clipper. Both tools can
execute AI model serving operations, based on given models.
3.3.1 Tensorflow Serving setup
Tensorflow Serving provides an easy way to establish its setup. In particular, in
the Tensorflow Serving docker image, two ports are exposed: port 8500 exposed for
gRPC [70] and port 8501 for REST API. In our experiments, only the REST API is
used. We need to mention that the UP board does not support some extensions (e.g.
AVX [69], AVX2) to the x86 instruction set architecture, however, these extensions
are used in the Tensorflow official docker image, i.e. tensorflow/serving. In order
to overcome such limitation and make possible running Tensorflow on the UP
board, we create a customized Tensorflow docker image that does not include the
aforementioned extensions. To compare the performances of AI serving on cloud and
on edge fairly, the same image will be used for both deployment environments.
To generate this customized Docker image, we create the following Docker-
file:
$ cd $WORK_DIR
$ vim Dockerfile
The content of the Dockerfile is shown below. Some lines of codes are referred from
[71].
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1 FROM ubuntu : 1 6 . 0 4
2
3 RUN echo " deb [ arch=amd64 ] http :// s to rage . g oog l e ap i s . com/ tensor f l ow−
se rv ing−apt s t ab l e tensor f l ow−model−s e r v e r tensor f l ow−model−s e rver
−un i v e r s a l " \
4 | t e e / e t c /apt/ sourc e s . l i s t . d/ tensor f l ow−s e rv ing . l i s t && \
5 apt−get update && apt−get i n s t a l l −y cu r l && \
6 cu r l https : // s to rage . g oog l e ap i s . com/ tensor f l ow−se rv ing−apt/
tensor f l ow−s e rv ing . r e l e a s e . pub . gpg | apt−key add − && \
7 apt−get update && apt−get i n s t a l l t ensor f l ow−model−s e rver−
un i v e r s a l
8
9 EXPOSE 8500
10 EXPOSE 8501
11
12 ENV MODEL_BASE_PATH=/models
13 RUN mkdir −p ${MODEL_BASE_PATH}
14 ENV MODEL_NAME=model
15
16 RUN echo ’#!/ bin /bash \n\n\
17 tensorf low_model_server −−port=8500 −−rest_api_port=8501 \
18 −−model_name=${MODEL_NAME} −−model_base_path=${MODEL_BASE_PATH}/${
MODEL_NAME} \
19 "$@" ’ > / usr /bin / t f_serv ing_entrypo int . sh \
20 && chmod +x /usr /bin / t f_serv ing_entrypo int . sh
21
22 ENTRYPOINT [ " / usr / bin / t f_serv ing_entrypo int . sh " ]
From the Dockerfile, line 1 shows that the image is based on Ubuntu 16.04. Line
3–7 give instructions to install Tensorflow ModelServer [72]. The key change in
this custom docker image from the Tensorflow official one is on line 7. We use
tensorflow-model-server-universal, which is compiled with basic optimizations
without platform specific instruction sets, instead of tensorflow-model-server that
includes more optimizations for machine learning computation [72]. Line 9–10
exposes gRPC service (port 8500, not used) and HTTP service (port 8501). The
rest of the lines are to set environment variables and start tensorflow_model_server.
Once finished the Dockerfile for the customized image, we can build the Docker image
specifying repository, image name, and the directory of the build context.
$ docker build -t boteliu/tensorflow_serving_universal .
Option -t is used to set a tag to image name, which is usually set as <reposi-
tory_name>/<image_name>. In order to verify that the image is built successfully,
we run:
$ docker image ls
REPOSITORY TAG IMAGE ID CREATED SIZE
boteliu/tensorflow_serving_universal latest 801d4f1c06b9 21 seconds ago 294MB
ubuntu 16.04 a3551444fc85 7 days ago 119MB
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From the command results, both the image tensorflow_serving_universal and the
base image Ubuntu 16.04 were created. However, the Tensorflow serving image
created does not contain any models. Therefore we need to copy a Tensorflow model
to a docker container started by the image and commit the container to obtain a
working Tensorflow model server image with the given model:
$ docker run -d –name serving_base boteliu/tensorflow_serving_universal
$ docker cp $WORK_DIR/ssd_inception_v2_coco_2018_01_28/saved_model
serving_base:/models/universal_ssd_inception_v2_coco
$ docker commit –change "ENV MODEL_NAME
universal_ssd_inception_v2_coco" serving_base
boteliu/universal_ssd_inception_v2_coco
In order to verify the generated images, we run:
$ docker image ls
REPOSITORY TAG IMAGE ID CREATED SIZE
boteliu/universal_ssd_inception_v2_coco latest 9db5f78b7daa 50 seconds ago
397MB
boteliu/tensorflow_serving_universal latest 801d4f1c06b9 21 seconds ago 294MB
ubuntu 16.04 a3551444fc85 7 days ago 119MB
The command output shows one new image boteliu/univer-
sal_ssd_inception_v2_coco which includes the model SSD inception
v2 (COCO). The Tensorflow version can be seen by running a disposable container:
$ docker run –rm -i -t 9db5f78b7daa –version=true
TensorFlow ModelServer: 1.13.0-rc1+dev.sha.f16e777
TensorFlow Library: 1.13.1
With the current setup, we can run the Tensorflow Serving with the newly built
custom image:
$ docker run -d 9db5f78b7daa
d59a0379fd1c8664eae2de66d57386bacff868d2b9590c05d5a7e31dad44047f
Next, we check the docker logs created by the Tensorflow model server (unimportant
logs, timestamp, file names and lines are omitted as “...”):
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$ docker logs d59a0379fd1c
... Building single TensorFlow model file config: model_name: uni-
versal_ssd_inception_v2_coco model_base_path: /models/univer-
sal_ssd_inception_v2_coco
...
... Loading servable version name: universal_ssd_inception_v2_coco version: 1
...
... Reading SavedModel from: /models/universal_ssd_inception_v2_coco/1
...
... Your CPU supports instructions that this TensorFlow binary was not compiled
to use: SSE4.1 SSE4.2 AVX AVX2 AVX512F FMA
...
... Successfully loaded servable version name: universal_ssd_inception_v2_coco
version: 1
... Running gRPC ModelServer at 0.0.0.0:8500 ...
... Exporting HTTP/REST API at:localhost:8501 ...
... RAW: Entering the event loop ...
According to the logs, it can be observed that the model SSD inception v2
(COCO) with version 1 is successfully loaded and read, and the gRPC and HTTP
services are up for receiving requests. Also note that the specific instructions
(SSE4.1, SSE4.2, AVX, AVX2, AVX512F, FMA) are not compiled in the image,
enabling it to run on a UP board.
Then we tag the created image with a specific prefix and push the image to the
Docker hub:
$ docker tag boteliu/universal_ssd_inception_v2_coco
docker.io/boteliu/universal_ssd_inception_v2_coco
$ docker push docker.io/boteliu/universal_ssd_inception_v2_coco
As last operation, it is recommended to clean the environment by running:
$ docker stop d59a0379fd1c
$ docker rm d59a0379fd1c
$ docker kill serving_base
$ docker rm serving_base
3.3.2 Clipper setup
This section provides the information for explaining setup and usage of Clipper for
the purpose of our experiments. We write a python script in order to facilitate the
setup and configuration of Clipper. In addition, two additional docker hub reposi-
tories will be created to push and download model images to be used through Clipper.
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Before the actual setup of Clipper, a virtual environment creation was strongly rec-
ommended. A virtual environment tool creates isolated python virtual environments
and keep dependencies for different projects. In our setup, Anaconda [73] is used
for this purpose. Apart from providing virtual environments, Anaconda can be also
used as a python package manager and a data science platform.
Install Anaconda
A guide of Anaconda installation is given at [74]. After the installation, verify the
successful installation of the tool:
$ conda -V
conda 4.5.12
Create virtual environment
A virtual environment called ’myenv’ with python version 3.6 is created and activated:
$ conda create -n myenv python=3.6
$ conda activate myenv
Install python packages
In the newly created virtual environment, we install all the needed python packages
through pip or conda as shown below:
$ pip install clipper-admin==0.3.0
$ pip install cloudpickle==0.5.3
$ pip install sklearn==0.20.2
$ pip install docker==3.7.0
$ pip install kubernetes==8.0.1
$ pip install numpy==1.16.0
$ pip install requests==2.21.0
$ pip install scipy==1.2.0
Alternatively, packages can be installed with a text file (e.g. requirements.txt), where
requirements.txt includes all packages to be installed.
$ conda install –file requirements.txt
Create Docker Hub repository
Two Docker hub repositories with the following names are created for Clipper, in
order to push and download Docker images:
boteliu/logistic-regression-model
boteliu/random-forest-model
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Changes to clipper-admin
In order to run Clipper, one line of code is changed in order to get a successful
deployment. Below is the line 323 in
clipper/clipper_admin/clipper_admin/kubernetes/kubernetes_container_manager.py:
if addr.type == "ExternalDNS":
where "ExternalDNS" is supposed to be replaced with "ExternalIP".
In addition, static nodePorts (31337 and 31338) are configured in query-frontend-
service.yaml and mgmt-frontend-service.yaml in the directory
clipper_admin/kubernetes, for a convenient firewall setup.
Besides, we can disable the caching for prediction results, by editing the file clip-
per_admin.py on line 32:
DEFAULT_PREDICTION_CACHE_SIZE_BYTES = 0
Docker DNS
Docker uses Google’s public DNS (8.8.8.8 and 8.8.4.4) as its default DNS server. If
such DNS setup is not working in your environment, it is required to add a customized
DNS servers configuration to /etc/docker/daemon.json:
1 {
2 " storage−d r i v e r " : " over lay2 " ,
3 " l i v e−r e s t o r e " : true ,
4 " dns " : [
5 "<Your DNS IP1 " ,
6 "<Your DNS IP2>"
7 ]
8 }
Restarting Docker is needed in order to make the changes effective:
$ sudo service docker restart
Python script to run Clipper
Some extracts of the python script to run Clipper are provided below. The setup of
the Docker Hub login is given as:
1 try :
2 docker_c l i ent = docker . from_env ( )
3 docker_c l i ent . l o g i n ( username=" bo t e l i u " , password=" ∗∗∗∗∗∗ " )
4 except APIError as e r r :
5 print ( e r r )
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Next, start Clipper with Kubernetes manager:
1 cl ipper_conn = ClipperConnect ion ( KubernetesContainerManager ( ) )
2 c l ipper_conn . s t a r t_c l i pp e r ( )
Then, register two Clipper-defined applications and expose its REST API for pre-
dicting requests:
1 cl ipper_conn . r e g i s t e r_app l i c a t i o n (name=" bote−mnist− l o g i s t i c −
r e g r e s s i on−demo" , input_type=" i n t e g e r s " , default_output=" 1 " ,
s lo_micros =1000000)
2 c l ipper_conn . r e g i s t e r_app l i c a t i o n (name=" bote−mnist−random−f o r e s t−demo
" , input_type=" i n t e g e r s " , default_output=" 1 " , s lo_micros =1000000)
The parameter “name” is the unique name of the application and a REST API of
POST /<name>/predict is exposed to serve prediction requests. The parameter
“slo_micros” is the query latency objective for the application in microseconds. If the
application fails to receive response from a model within the specified “slo_micros”,
the value of the parameter “default_output” will be returned.
Then, define the two models with python closures (the context about this is given in
section 3.2.2):
1 def l o g i s t i c_r eg r e s s i on_mn i s t ( xs ) :
2 return l r . p r ed i c t ( xs )
3 def random_forest_mnist ( xs ) :
4 return r f . p r ed i c t ( xs )
After their definition, deploy the defined models as:
1 python_deployer . deploy_python_closure ( cl ipper_conn , name=" l o g i s t i c −
r e g r e s s i on−model " , v e r s i on=1, input_type=" i n t e g e r s " , func=
log i s t i c_reg r e s s i on_mni s t , num_replicas=3, pkgs_to_insta l l =[ ’
s c i k i t −l e a rn ’ , ’numpy==1.16.∗ ’ ] , r e g i s t r y=" bo t e l i u " )
2 python_deployer . deploy_python_closure ( cl ipper_conn , name=" random−
f o r e s t−model " , v e r s i on=1, input_type=" i n t e g e r s " , func=
random_forest_mnist , num_replicas=3, pkgs_to_insta l l =[ ’ s c i k i t −
l e a rn ’ , ’numpy==1.16.∗ ’ ] , r e g i s t r y=" bo t e l i u " )
The parameter “func” is the prediction function, representing the trained model in
section 3.2.2. The parameter “num_replicas” configures the number of replicas in
the kubernetes deployment. “pkgs_to_install” specifies the extra python packages
needed to install, and “registry” refers to Docker container registry. The parameter
“batch_size” is not assigned explicitly, a default value “-1” is given, meaning that
Clipper will adaptively calculate the batch size for individual replicas of this model.
The last step is to link the AI models to the applications registered earlier:
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1 cl ipper_conn . link_model_to_app (app_name=" bote−mnist− l o g i s t i c −
r e g r e s s i on−demo" , model_name=" l o g i s t i c −r e g r e s s i on−model " )
2 c l ipper_conn . link_model_to_app (app_name=" bote−mnist−random−f o r e s t−
demo" , model_name=" random−f o r e s t−model " )
After that, a prediction request to a registered application will be forwarded to the
model that links to the application.
Once that all the steps in the script are executed and the deployment is finished,
we may find that the pod of query-frontend occupies about 1000m (milicores) CPU
even if there are no requests. This is a known bug of Clipper – as explained in here
[75] – that the new release should fix, although the estimated influence of the bug is
low when the CPU usage is not very high.
3.4 AI model serving on GKE
In this section, the information related to the setup and configuration of GKE is
given. In addition, more details about the deployment of AI model serving on GKE
using Tensorflow Serving and Clipper are provided.
3.4.1 GKE setup
In order to create a Kubernetes cluster with GKE, the following steps are needed:
– Create a GCP account.
– Install Google Cloud SDK.
– Install Kubernetes command-line tool (kubectl).
– Create a Kubernetes cluster with GKE.
Beside the preparation work above, some additional configurations are also needed.
Fetch credentials for a running cluster
To connect the GKE cluster from a machine, the credentials of the cluster can be
obtained through the following command:
$ gcloud container clusters get-credentials <cluster-name> –zone <zone-name>
–project <project-name>
Switch cluster context
If more than one Kubernetes cluster are created, it is important to inspect what are
the existing clusters, and then to switch to the one supposed to be used. In order to
do this, we first display the list of the different contexts:
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$ kubectl config get-contexts
Then, we display the currently used context:
$ kubectl config current-context
Finally, we select the context that we wish to use:
$ kubectl config use-context <my-cluster-name>
Check everything is fine
After switching to the right context, we can check the nodes belonging to that cluster
(the GKE cluster name is quickstart):
$ kubectl get node
NAME STATUS ROLES AGE VERSION
gke-quickstart-default-pool-db2f7a4a-25mw Ready <none> 1h v1.11.8-gke.6
gke-quickstart-default-pool-db2f7a4a-6rgh Ready <none> 1h v1.11.8-gke.6
gke-quickstart-default-pool-db2f7a4a-g2t1 Ready <none> 1h v1.11.8-gke.6
gke-quickstart-default-pool-db2f7a4a-qf36 Ready <none> 1h v1.11.8-gke.6
Also, list all the k8s resources in the cluster:
$ kubectl get all
NAME TYPE CLUSTER-IP EXTERNAL-IP PORT(S) AGE
service/kubernetes ClusterIP 10.0.0.1 <none> 443/TCP 74d
In the shown example, only one k8s service (default) is there.
3.4.2 Deploy AI serving with TensorFlow Serving on GKE
Figure 3 shows the architecture for the AI model serving deployed by Tensorflow
Serving on GKE cluster. The service of the AI prediction is exposed by a type of
k8s service called "LoadBalancer", which is supported by GKE. The "LoadBalancer"
exposes the applications inside the k8s cluster to a public IP address.
In order to provide AI model serving with Tensorflow Serving on GKE cluster through
Docker images, a YAML [53] file is written to configure k8s resources. The following
code is used to create a k8s deployment with 8 pods containing the docker image
universal_ssd_inception_v2_coco that was created in the previous section.
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Figure 3: AI serving deployed with Tensorflow Serving on GKE cluster
1 ap iVers ion : ex t en s i on s /v1beta1
2 kind : Deployment
3 metadata :
4 name : ssd−i ncept ion−v2−coco
5 spec :
6 r e p l i c a s : 8
7 template :
8 metadata :
9 l a b e l s :
10 app : ssd−i ncept ion−v2−coco
11 spec :
12 con ta i n e r s :
13 − name : ssd−i ncept ion−v2−coco
14 image : docker . i o / bo t e l i u / universal_ssd_inception_v2_coco
15 por t s :
16 − conta inerPort : 8501
The k8s deployment is running and monitoring the status of the pods. If one or
more pods are down for a particular reason, the k8s deployment will create new
pods to keep the number of replicas unchanged. For each pod created in the k8s
deployment, a Docker image boteliu/universal_ssd_inception_v2_coco is
downloaded from the Docker hub, and a container from that image is started in the
pod. Note that port 8501 is exposed, meaning only HTTP service is provided.
The following YAML code is written to create a k8s service:
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1 ap iVers ion : v1
2 kind : S e rv i c e
3 metadata :
4 l a b e l s :
5 run : ssd−i ncept ion−v2−coco
6 name : ssd−i ncept ion−v2−coco−s e r v i c e
7 spec :
8 por t s :
9 − name : http
10 port : 80
11 ta rge tPor t : 8501
12 s e l e c t o r :
13 app : ssd−i ncept ion−v2−coco
14 type : LoadBalancer
A k8s service uses labels to associate the pods to which one or more of the labels
are attached. When a k8s service receives a request, it forward the request to
the associated pods. The “LoadBalancer” service configured above exposes the
applications that are in the pods with a label “app: ssd-inception-v2-coco” to a load
balancer with a public IP and port 80. When the load balancer receives a request,
the request will be forwarded to the service and forwarded again to one of the pods
that associate the service.
With the following instructions, we can create k8s resources through a YAML file
including the k8s “Deployment” and “Service”:
$ kubectl create -f conf.yaml
deployment.extensions/ssd-inception-v2-coco created
service/ssd-inception-v2-coco-service created
It is always recommendable to check the status of the deployment on the cluster:
$ kubectl get deploy
NAME DESIRED CURRENT UP-TO-DATE AVAILABLE AGE
deployment.apps/ssd-inception-v2-coco 8 8 8 8 46s
as well as the service on the cluster:
$ kubectl get svc
NAME TYPE CLUSTER-IP EXTERNAL-IP PORT(S) AGE
service/kubernetes ClusterIP 10.0.0.1 <none> 443/TCP 74d
service/ssd-inception-v2-coco-service LoadBalancer 10.0.8.226 35.228.46.101
80:32499/TCP 45s
and the pods on the cluster:
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$ kubectl get pod
NAME READY STATUS RESTARTS AGE
pod/ssd-inception-v2-coco-85f544f555-4ttc9 1/1 Running 0 45s
pod/ssd-inception-v2-coco-85f544f555-7g2q9 1/1 Running 0 45s
pod/ssd-inception-v2-coco-85f544f555-869xd 1/1 Running 0 45s
pod/ssd-inception-v2-coco-85f544f555-b69q6 1/1 Running 0 45s
pod/ssd-inception-v2-coco-85f544f555-q592q 1/1 Running 0 45s
pod/ssd-inception-v2-coco-85f544f555-qxmxb 1/1 Running 0 45s
pod/ssd-inception-v2-coco-85f544f555-rfp4h 1/1 Running 0 45s
pod/ssd-inception-v2-coco-85f544f555-s2psx 1/1 Running 0 45s
All the resources are created successfully, and the assigned public IP of the load
balancer is 35.228.46.101.
3.4.3 Deploy AI serving with Clipper on GKE
Figure 4 shows the architecture of the AI model serving provided by Clipper on GKE
cluster. The service of the query front-end is exposed by a type of k8s service called
"NodePort", which exposes the applications inside cluster on each node’s IP at a
static/dynamic port (i.e. the NodePort – ports’ number range between 30000 and
32767).
Figure 4: AI serving deployed with Clipper on GKE cluster
Next, we set the number of both model replicas to 3 and execute the python script
already described in section 3.3.2. After running the script, we verify the execution
and check the k8s deployment:
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$ kubectl get deploy
NAME DESIRED CURRENT UP-TO-DATE AVAILABLE AGE
logistic-regression-model-1-deployment-at-0 3 3 3 3 1d
metrics 1 1 1 1 1d
mgmt-frontend 1 1 1 1 1d
query-frontend-0 1 1 1 1 1d
random-forest-model-1-deployment-at-0 3 3 3 3 1d
redis 1 1 1 1 1d
as well as the k8s services:
$ kubectl get svc
NAME TYPE CLUSTER-IP EXTERNAL-IP PORT(S) AGE
kubernetes ClusterIP 10.0.0.1 <none> 443/TCP 1d
metrics NodePort 10.0.5.188 <none> 9090:32537/TCP 1d
mgmt-frontend NodePort 10.0.0.221 <none> 1338:31338/TCP 1d
query-frontend NodePort 10.0.4.8 <none> 1337:31337/TCP 1d
query-frontend-0 NodePort 10.0.5.175 <none> 7000:31713/TCP 1d
redis NodePort 10.0.3.44 <none> 6379:31665/TCP 1d
and the k8s pods:
$ kubectl get pod
NAME READY STATUS RESTARTS AGE
logistic-regression-model-1-deployment-at-0-5c6d8b48cf-c2scz 1/1 Running 1 16h
logistic-regression-model-1-deployment-at-0-5c6d8b48cf-cn7wv 1/1 Running 0 16h
logistic-regression-model-1-deployment-at-0-5c6d8b48cf-xnj8q 1/1 Running 0 16h
metrics-86cff74b9d-8rxkd 1/1 Running 0 16h
mgmt-frontend-5c768475d8-6lljf 1/1 Running 0 16h
query-frontend-0-d84d64dd6-ghffd 2/2 Running 0 16h
random-forest-model-1-deployment-at-0-d76f9959c-92nnd 1/1 Running 0 16h
random-forest-model-1-deployment-at-0-d76f9959c-m9kcg 1/1 Running 1 16h
random-forest-model-1-deployment-at-0-d76f9959c-rbqpf 1/1 Running 0 16h
redis-5cf6d8df45-twzrj 1/1 Running 0 16h
NodePort exposes services to the node ports between 30000 and 32767. However,
these ports are closed on GCP by default. In order to be able to use these two ports,
the following two firewall rules are created:
$ gcloud compute firewall-rules create query-frontend-node-port –allow tcp:31337
$ gcloud compute firewall-rules create mgmt-frontend-node-port –allow tcp:31338
3.5 AI serving on UP board
This section provides details about the setup of the Intel UP board and the method
to deploy AI model serving on this board with Tensorflow Serving and Clipper. As
k8s cluster abstracts (virtual) resources on OS into logical resources on a cluster, the
setup and the configurations of the AI model serving and of the k8s cluster running
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on GKE and UP board are very similar. The details of such setup and configurations
can be found in section 3.4 and will not be repeated in this section. The minor
differences could be due to the specific features provided by different k8s providers.
For example, GKE provides the feature of "LoadBalancer" service, while this feature
is not supported by microk8s, which is a tool used for facilitating the creation of
a k8s cluster. In addition, it is important to switch to the right k8s context when
configuring different k8s clusters.
3.5.1 UP board setup
The OS installed on the board is Ubuntu 16.04. In order to have more computational
resources available on the single-board computer, the Ubuntu GUI is disabled:
$ sudo service lightdm stop
In addition, microk8s is chosen to create a k8s cluster on the board because it does
not require a hypervisor. Install microk8s on the board:
$ sudo snap install microk8s –classic
Next, start the microk8s cluster:
$ sudo microk8s.start
We also enable some specific features in microk8s (e.g. dns and dashboard), which
are not loaded by default:
$ microk8s.enable dns dashboard
After that, we check the status of the microk8s nodes:
$ microk8s.kubectl get node
NAME STATUS ROLES AGE VERSION
n222 Ready <none> 15d v1.14.1
In order to allow the connection to the k8s cluster from outside the UP board, we
need to edit /var/snap/microk8s/current/args/kube-apiserver and set
–insecure-bind-address=<Your IP>
For testing purpose, <Your IP> could be put 0.0.0.0 temporarily. Then, a restart is
needed:
$ microk8s.stop
$ microk8s.start
3.5.2 Deploy AI serving with TensorFlow Serving on edge
Figure 5 shows the architecture of the AI model serving deployed by Tensorflow
Serving on the UP board. The board and users are connected through Ethernet,
and the Tensorflow model serving is exposed by the k8s “NodePort” service. The
k8s YAML configuration file used in this case is very similar as the one described
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in section 3.4.2, with the exception that a “NodePort” service is used instead of
“LoadBalancer”.
Figure 5: AI serving deployed with Tensorflow Serving on edge
3.5.3 Deploy AI serving with Clipper on edge
Figure 6 shows the architecture of the AI model serving performed with Clipper on
the UP board. A bridge is used to connect users and the board. The Clipper query
front-end is exposed by k8s “NodePort” service. The python script to configure
Clipper is the same as the one described in section 3.3.2. It is important to remember
to switch to the right k8s context in order to make the system working properly.
3.6 Performance measurement method
This section describe the methods used to measure and evaluate the performance
of the AI model serving, which uses the setup and configurations introduced in
the section 3. The measurement can be divided into two parts: preparation of the
requests payload and the actual performance measurement of the AI model serving.
3.6.1 Prepare request payload
The payload of requests differs depending on the different AI models that we consider.
The model of SSD inception v2 (COCO) [45] is used to detect objects and expects
some images as input, while for logistic regression and random forest, MNIST
handwriting images [67] are chosen.
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Figure 6: AI serving deployed with Clipper on edge
CIFAR-10
CIFAR-10 [76] includes 60000 (32x32 resolution) color images in 10 classes, and it is
chosen as the requesting input to the model of SSD inception v2 (COCO). It can be
downloaded from [76], but only the first 10000 tiny images (in file data_batch_1)
are used in our requests.
Common Object in Context (COCO)
The COCO is a large-scale object detection, segmentation, and captioning dataset
[65]. Unlike CIFAR-10, the sizes of COCO images that we use are much larger. Most
of the COCO images we use (COCO 2017 val images) have different sizes. Figure 7
shows the distribution of the image resolutions.
MNIST
MNIST is a database of handwriting digits images [67], and these images are only
used for the models of logistic regression and random forest in our experiments.
Each MNIST image is a 28x28 tiny handwriting image, and these images can be
downloaded from OpenML [68] with the following python script:
from sklearn.datasets import fetch_openml
X, y = fetch_openml(’mnist_784’, version=1, return_X_y=True)
where if return_X_y is True, the function returns (data, target) instead of a
Bunch object.
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Figure 7: The distribution of the COCO image resolutions
3.6.2 Measure performance of serving
Figure 8 shows the method to measure the performance of AI model serving. The
whole process consists of two sequential steps:
(1) Prepare request data and push them in a synchronized queue.
(2) Start multiple threads, each of which fetch data from the queue and send
requests to AI serving until the queue is empty.
Step (1) creates the conditions for executing the actual measurement (which is
happening in (2)). Step (2) is the actual task for performing the measurement. In
step (2), requests are sent to the AI model serving system in parallel, and counters
and timers are set up to store the measurement results. It is important to clarify
that the time spent on Step (1) does not influence the measurement results. A
python script implementing the whole process (using image data of CIFAR-10) is
provided in the appendix A.
The most important performance metrics that we are interested are throughput
and response time of the AI model serving. At the same time, CPU and memory
utilization of our setup are also worth of attention. Before running the performance
measurements, a moderate amount of requests are sent to the AI model serving to
warm up the system, so as to achieve performance results close to its working state.
Throughput and response time
The throughput is expressed by the total number of successful response to requests
over the time interval of the step (2). For the response time, a timer is set for each
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Figure 8: The method to measure the performance of AI model serving
request to measure the interval between the time the request is sent and the response
is received. A statistics tool is used to calculate the mean and the standard deviation
of the response time with the data from all timers.
CPU and memory utilization
The CPU and memory utilization on the serving side are coarsely measured with
heapster [77] installed on k8s cluster:
$ kubectl top node
3.7 Summary
This chapter introduced the methodology used to setup the experimental environments
needed to perform the empirical analysis of the thesis. In the chapter, we covered
different aspects including the setup of the underlying Edge AI and Cloud AI
environment (e.g. Docker, k8s, GKE, etc.), the model serving systems (e.g. Tensorflow
Serving and Clipper), as well as additional information useful for reproducing the
working experimental setups. Finally, we discussed the methodology used to measure
the performance of both Cloud AI and Edge AI deployments.
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4 Results and Analysis
This chapter presents the results collected from the different system setup that are
described in Chapter 3. The results include performance metrics of the AI model
serving deployed on cloud and on edge separately and a comparison is made to see
the advantages and disadvantages of the two deployment options.
The performance metrics that we are interested in are the throughput of the AI
model serving, the response time to prediction requests, and the resources (CPU
and memory) consumed by model serving in the distinct deployment environments.
Three AI models are used in our performance evaluation:
– SSD inception v2 (COCO)
– Logistic regression
– Random forest
The model SSD inception v2 (COCO) is used for object detection, and the
serving of this model is operated by Tensorflow Serving. The models of logistic
regression and random forest are used to recognize handwriting digits, and their
serving are provided by Clipper. It is worth noting that the trained models are
control variables in our study, i.e. the trained models are kept unchanged throughout
an experiment. As a consequence, the prediction accuracy of the same trained
models has no differences (with the same testing data), and therefore it is not
necessary to show and compare prediction accuracy in the results.
The results are collected from two deployment environments: cloud and edge. For
cloud environment, a k8s cluster consisting of two nodes is created on GKE in the
zone europe-north1-b. The edge environment is represented by an Intel UP board
connected to the served users through LAN network.
Table 1: The resource configurations of two deployment environments
Env Hardware Nodes Network CPU Memory
Cloud GKE 2 Internet 2*2 (2.0GHz, up to 2.7–3.5GHz) 2*2.25GB
Edge UP board 1 LAN 4*1 (1.44GHz, up to 1.92GHz) 4GB
Table 1 shows the resources configuration of the two deployment environments.
Cloud uses a k8s cluster on GKE, and it uses two nodes with powerful CPUs. There
is a little compensation (0.25GB for each node) made for the memory considering
the extra overhead of the OS in two nodes. The Edge environment consists of an
Intel UP board with 4 cores (less powerful than the CPUs of the GKE setup) and
4GB RAM memory. It is worth highlighting that the CPUs in the cloud setup are
not only faster, but also newer and support more instruction set extensions (than
UP board) to optimize the computation of model serving. Table 2 shows the basic
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overhead to start up the two environments, and it can be observed that a decent
amount of resources are used even if there is no yet any particular workload running.
Table 2: The basic overhead to initialize the environments
Hardware CPU Memory
GKE 3%, 5% 35%, 60%
Edge 9% 31%
In order to run the experiments, we write a python script to measure the performance
metrics. In the script, threads are used to simulate users, and we want to see
the performances for different number of threads. In addition, the number of k8s
pods – each of which represents one back-end application – is also a variable in our
measurements. When more than one pod is configured, they are allocated to different
nodes on GKE cluster to make use of the resources of both nodes.
4.1 Model SSD-inception-v2 (COCO)
This section shows the results of the performance metrics of the AI model serving
with SSD inception v2 (COCO). The payload of the HTTP predicting requests
uses the images from CIFAR-10 and COCO. CIFAR-10 is a database consisting
of 32x32 colour images in 10 classes, while COCO has images with much higher
resolutions.
Figure 9: Throughput of the AI model serving with the model “SSD inception v2
(COCO)” and request payload from CIFAR-10
Figure 9 shows the throughput of the AI model serving with model SSD inception
v2 (COCO) and table 3, 4, 5 and 6 show the CPU and memory usage for the
same set of experiments. In the measurements, the HTTP requests use images from
CIFAR-10 as payload. According to the results, both throughput of GKE cluster
and UP board are quite low, i.e. less than 3 requests per second, and it can be
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deduced that this model serving requires very high computation resources, which
can be verified by the high CPU utilization shown in table 3 and 5. In addition, it
can be observed that the throughput of the GKE cluster outperform the one of the
UP board in all cases, and the reason is that the CPUs of GKE are more powerful
and can process compute-intensive requests faster. Besides, the throughput of the
serving on the UP board remains almost constant regardless of the number of users
or k8s pods. This result can be explained by the fact that the CPU usage of the UP
board is close to 100% even for one user and one pod, so the performance cannot be
obviously improved as the increase of the users and k8s pods due to the shortage
of CPU resources. In contrast, as the number of users increases, the throughput of
the model serving on GKE cluster is higher, and its advantage over the UP board is
greater. The increased number of users boosts the CPU usage on the GKE cluster,
and the model serving can process more requests from multiple users and reduce the
idle time waiting for requests. In addition, the throughput of model serving on GKE
cluster is also improved when the number of k8s pods is increased from 1 to 2. Such
improvement relates to the fact that the two k8s pods can make use of the resources
in both nodes instead of one. However, the performance increase is not persistent
when the number of k8s pods reaches 4, and the reason is that the increase of the
k8s pods cannot provide more capacity to perform computation-intensive tasks. In
addition, a memory shortage occurs, as shown in table 4 – the memory usage of both
nodes is 100% when 4 pods are created.
Table 3: CPU utilization of the two
nodes in GKE cluster with model “SSD
inception v2 (COCO)” and request
payload from CIFAR-10
@
@
@T
P 1 2 4
1 5%,86% 50%,31% 39%,39%
2 5%,98% 55%,58% 64%,52%
4 5%,100% 82%,96% 95%,68%
Table 4: Memory utilization of the
two nodes in GKE cluster with model
“SSD inception v2 (COCO)” and re-
quest payload from CIFAR-10
@
@
@T
P 1 2 4
1 50%,79% 78%,79% 100%,100%
2 50%,79% 78%,79% 100%,100%
4 50%,79% 78%,79% 100%,100%
Table 5: CPU utilization of UP
board with model “SSD inception v2
(COCO)” and request payload from
CIFAR-10
@
@
@T
P 1 2 4
1 95% 95% 94%
2 99% 99% 99%
4 100% 100% 100%
Table 6: Memory utilization of UP
board with model “SSD inception v2
(COCO)” and request payload from
CIFAR-10
@
@
@T
P 1 2 4
1 40% 53% 77%
2 40% 53% 77%
4 40% 54% 77%
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Figure 10 shows the response time with the same setup mentioned above. The results
show that the response time of the AI model serving on the UP board is longer than
that on GKE cluster even if its network latency is lower, and the result is due to
the bottleneck caused by the less powerful CPUs, which are the weakness of the
UP board. However, UP board has its own merit that the standard deviation of
the response time is smaller than GKE cluster, and the reason is that the network
setup of the UP board makes it have a relatively stable network latency. In addition,
from the results it can be observed that the waiting time of users is obviously longer
in the case of UP board as the number of users increases. The cause of this result
is that the CPUs on the UP board are overloaded and cannot serve more requests.
Moreover, the increase in the number of k8s pods does not help on improving the
response time for the UP board, because the overall processing capacity cannot be
increased if the CPU usage are already saturated.
Figure 10: Response time of the AI model serving with the model “SSD inception v2
(COCO)” and request payload from CIFAR-10
Next, we look at the results with the same AI model, but the request payload are the
images from COCO, which includes relatively bigger pictures. More details about
the request payload are introduced in section 3.6.1. Figure 11 and Figure 12 show
the results for this set of experiments. At the first glimpse, the overall throughput
is quite low – about 1 request per second or lower – and it indicates the serving
in this case is low-throughput and takes more time to process each request. The
UP board has the better performance of both throughput and response time when
the number of users is small, i.e. 1 and 2. It can be deduced that in this case the
resources on the UP board are not yet saturated (also verified by table 9 and 10), and
another reason for the UP board outperforming GKE could be due to the request
payload. Comparing with CIFAR-10, the resolutions of the images from COCO are
hundreds times larger, and these images generate more network latency in the GKE
deployment, which may cause the opposite results in the cases of payload CIFAR-10
and COCO. However, when the number of users reaches 4, the performance of GKE
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is better than the UP board. In this case, the CPU usage of UP board is not further
increased (see table 9) and therefore its performance improvement is not obvious,
but the CPU usage of GKE increases sufficiently (see table 7) as the increased users.
Moreover, the results shows that the overall performance is not improved as the k8s
pods increase and the reason is that, although the increase of pods (from 1 to 2 for
GKE) boost the potential processing capacity, the workload is lower than reaching
the processing limit. On the other hand, the reason may be the same as the situation
using image from CIFAR-10 that the increased k8s pods (from 2 to 4 for GKE, or
from 1 to 4 for UP board) cannot boost the speed to finish computing-intensive jobs.
Figure 11: Throughput of AI model serving with the model “SSD inception v2
(COCO)” and request payload from COCO
Figure 12: Response time of AI model serving with the model “SSD inception v2
(COCO)” and request payload from COCO
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Table 7: CPU utilization of the two
nodes in GKE cluster with model “SSD
inception v2 (COCO)” and request
payload from COCO
@
@
@T
P 1 2 4
1 5%,32% 24%,14% 10%,30%
2 5%,57% 28%,33% 14%,44%
4 5%,69% 37%,49% 24%,59%
Table 8: Memory utilization of the
two nodes in GKE cluster with model
“SSD inception v2 (COCO)” and re-
quest payload from COCO
@
@
@T
P 1 2 4
1 60%,63% 84%,75% 79%,100%
2 60%,67% 85%,75% 79%,100%
4 60%,72% 88%,75% 79%,100%
Table 9: CPU utilization of UP
board with model “SSD inception v2
(COCO)” and request payload from
COCO
@
@
@T
P 1 2 4
1 70% 72% 71%
2 81% 80% 80%
4 82% 92% 87%
Table 10: Memory utilization of UP
board with model “SSD inception v2
(COCO)” and request payload from
COCO
@
@
@T
P 1 2 4
1 44% 61% 82%
2 46% 62% 84%
4 48% 64% 85%
4.2 Model logistic regression
In this sections, the results of the model logistic regression are presented and
discussed. The throughput and response time of the model serving in the case
of logistic regression are shown in Figure 13 and 14. Unlike the model of object
detection presented in the previous section, the results show that the model serving
with logistic regression can reach a relatively high throughput (up to 100 requests
per second). Based on the characteristics of the model and the achieved results, it
can be deduced that the processing time for each request is low and the network
latency may occupy the relatively big portion of the whole response time and
therefore plays an important role in the performance results.
According to the results, the performance of the model serving on UP board is much
better than the one of the GKE cluster in all conditions. The better CPUs on the
GKE cluster does not generate an obvious benefit in this case, and the network latency
is a more important factor to consider. The UP board and the users requesting the
model serving are connected in the same LAN and the network latency is very low,
explaining the superior performance of the UP board over the GKE cluster. As the
number of the connected users increases, the model serving in both environments are
improved. This enhanced performance occur even in the UP board, which can make
use of its 4 cores to speed up its throughput. The increase of the k8s pods produces
a negative influence on the UP board, because more resources are occupied, and any
performance benefit cannot be observed due to the same reasons explained in section
4.1. It is worth noting that the (relative) standard deviation of the response time is
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exceptionally high in GKE, and this can be explained by the fact that the effect of
the network latency is much more obvious than the case of UP board.
Figure 13: Throughput of AI model serving with the model “logistic regression” and
request payload from MNIST
Figure 14: Response time of the AI model serving with the model “logistic regression”
and request payload from MNIST
4.3 Model random forest
This section presents the results when the random forest model is used. Before
commenting the achieved results, we clarify that when the number of k8s pods is
set to 4, the model serving crashes due to the shortage of memory, and therefore
results are not provided for that particular case. Figure 15 and Figure 16 show the
results of throughput and response time in the case of one and two pods. The overall
throughput is lower than the model of logistic regression, but higher than the object
detection model. According to the results, the performance of the model serving on
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Figure 15: Throughput of the AI model serving with the model “random forest” and
request payload from MNIST
GKE is better than the UP board. The powerful CPUs used in the GKE cluster
may be the reason. The throughput of the model serving on UP board increases
as the users increase, however, the growth is not as large as the one observable in
the GKE cluster. When the number of k8s pods increases from 1 to 2, throughput
and response time are both improved in GKE and UP board. This result can be
explained by the additional resources (nodes and cores) allocated for accomplishing
the serving tasks.
Figure 16: Response time of the AI model serving with the model “random forest”
and request payload from MNIST
Caching of results
Finally, an experiment is conducted to investigate the effects of caching on the
throughput of the AI model serving. To simplify the experiment, only the case of one
user and one k8s pod is considered and Figure 17 shows such result. The throughput
of the model serving on UP board is higher than the on achieved by the GKE, besides
with a wide margin. In this situation, the time needed for processing the requests is
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extremely low and the network latency is the factor that mostly affects the serving
performance. Therefore, the UP board is clearly advantaged by its network setup as
it is connected in the same LAN of the served user.
Figure 17: Throughput of the AI model serving with the model “random forest” and
request payload from MNIST (one user, one pod)
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5 Conclusion and discussion
This chapter will recall the previous work and draw a conclusion based on the results
obtained in the previous sections. The conclusion drawn in this chapter is not only
a summary of the findings presented before, but also an attempt to answer the
research questions raised in the first chapters of the thesis.
First, two AI model serving systems, Tensorflow Serving and Clipper, are investigated.
Tensorflow Serving has been in production for relatively long time and its quality
and stability are well tested and verified. There are quite good documentations for
learners and developers, and it is also widely used and integrated in many machine
learning tools. It provides out-of-the-box integration with Tensorflow models,
but needs more work to serve with other types of models. In contrast, Clipper
can support more types of models conveniently, and it provides the possibility
to add custom logic before prediction requests reach model containers. However,
considering that this is a newer serving system, its use in a production environment
is currently not recommended although it is worth keep following Clipper development.
Next, we describe the deployment methodologies of the AI model serving in a cloud
environment and in a single-board computer that could easily be used as edge unit.
Due to the fact that we worked on heterogeneous hardware, a unified solution
from software perspective – meaning deploying the services as microservices with
Docker and k8s – is adopted to abstract the resources on top of the OS and simplify
the deployment. For the edge environment we use an Intel UP board and a k8s
cluster is started with microk8s. For the cloud setup, a production ready GKE is
chosen to facilitate the entire deployment. On top of the k8s cluster, we have similar
configurations in edge and cloud. A k8s deployment including one or more pods is
started, and the pods download the model images that we made and uploaded in
the Docker hub, already trained and ready to execute the AI model serving. A k8s
service is created to work as balance the load of the requests to the different pods
and expose the model serving outside. From this perspective, there is a difference on
the service exposure in the two environments, as the edge setup uses k8s NodePort
and exposes its service in the LAN, while the cloud setup uses a k8s LoadBalancer,
exposing its service with a public IP on the Internet.
Then, we run several experiments in order to estimate the performance of the serving
of several AI models both on edge and cloud environments. Edge computing benefits
from lower network latency, while the cloud setup benefits from more powerful
hardware and higher computation capacity. However, we found out that the edge
environment introduce some advantages in the following situations:
– High-throughput applications (e.g. based on logistic regression), meaning that
the time required for processing the serving requests is relatively low, and the
computation capacity is not fully saturated.
– When a single user is served. However, a small number of users can benefit
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of a performing edge-based serving for very high-throughput applications (e.g.
based on logistic regression).
– When prediction caching mechanisms are enabled.
– When the AI model serving requires low resources consumption.
– When high-payload serving requests are issued – like in the case of high
resolution images –, as the network latency for handling such payloads from
the cloud can dramatically increase.
– When time sensitive AI applications are requested, as the edge setup can ensure
lower response time deviation.
On the contrary, cloud outperforms the edge in the following cases:
– Low-throughput applications (e.g. object detection), meaning that the time
required for processing the serving requests is relatively long.
– When multiple users are served, as the cloud can increase its resource usage
and the influence of network latency is reduced.
In addition, the effect of the allocated k8s pods number is also investigated in the
empirical analysis. Adding more k8s pods should be carefully considered, as the
performance may deteriorate if the model image is large and the resources for model
serving are restricted. However, allocating more k8s pods could be beneficial in the
following situations:
– In a cloud environment, as adding more pods allows to use the available
resources in the other k8s nodes.
– If an algorithm is designed to use only one core, more pods allow to handle
additional instances of the same algorithm and, therefore, to make use of
multiple cores.
– If the model serving needs to rely also on external resources and/or dependencies,
more pods can ensure higher responsiveness for such external services.
– There is an under-utilization of resources and, at the same time, many requests
need to be served.
Future work
One direction to continue the work done in this thesis is to deploy AI model serving
tasks on different hardware, e.g. GPU or TPU. Google has released a single-board
computer with a removable system-on-module featuring edge TPU [78], which seems
very promising to run AI at the edge.
Another interesting aspect to investigate would be to measure the performance of
Tensorflow Serving using its gRPC interface. gRPC is based on HTTP/2, which
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can send multiple requests in parallel with one single TCP connection. The L4
load balancer used in the cloud setup provided by GKE is not suitable for the
usage of a gRPC interface, since it cannot load balance multiple requests com-
ing from the same TCP connection. Differently, a L7 load balancer (ingress) is needed.
Moreover, measurement of the serving with additional models owning completely
different features can also be considered as the next step.
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A Python script example to measure the perfor-
mance of AI model serving
1 import numpy as np
2 import queue
3 import thread ing
4 import time
5 import os
6 import j s on
7 import s t a t i s t i c s
8 import r eque s t s
9
10
11 def parse_data_array ( f i l e ) :
12 import p i c k l e
13 with open( f i l e , ’ rb ’ ) as f o :
14 dict = p i c k l e . load ( fo , encoding=’ bytes ’ )
15 data = dict [ b ’ data ’ ]
16 return np . r o l l a x i s ( data . reshape (10000 , 3 , 32 , 32) , 1 , 4)
17
18
19 class TestPerformance :
20
21 def __init__( s e l f , server_address , n , number_threads ) :
22 s e l f . s e rver_address = server_address
23 s e l f . n = n
24 s e l f . number_threads = number_threads
25 s e l f . data = parse_data_array ( ’ data_batch_1 ’ )
26 s e l f . q = queue . Queue ( maxsize=s e l f . n )
27 s e l f . out_dict = {}
28 s e l f . tota l_t ime = 0
29
30 def prepare ( s e l f ) :
31 for index in range ( s e l f . n ) :
32 s e l f . q . put ( index )
33
34 def consume ( s e l f ) :
35 while True :
36 try :
37 idx = s e l f . q . get_nowait ( )
38 except queue . Empty :
39 break
40 else :
41 #pr in t ( idx )
42 image_data = s e l f . data [ idx , : , : , : ]
43 shape = image_data . shape
44 he ight = shape [ 0 ]
45 width = shape [ 1 ]
46 c o l o r = shape [ 2 ]
47 image_array = image_data . reshape ( ( 1 , he ight , width ,
c o l o r ) )
48 start_time = time . time ( )
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49 response = reque s t s . post (
50 " http ://% s/v1/models/%s : p r ed i c t " %
51 ( s e l f . server_address , ’
universal_ssd_inception_v2_coco ’ ) ,
52 data=j son . dumps({ ’ inputs ’ : image_array . t o l i s t ( ) })
)
53 # r e s u l t = response . j son ()
54 # pr in t ( response . s tatus_code )
55 # pr in t ( r e s u l t )
56 tota l_t ime = time . time ( ) − start_time
57 s e l f . out_dict [ idx ] = tota l_t ime
58 s e l f . q . task_done ( )
59
60 def s t a r t_ t i l l _ f i n i s h ( s e l f ) :
61 start_time = time . time ( )
62 for i in range ( s e l f . number_threads ) :
63 t = thread ing . Thread (name="Thread−" + str ( i ) ,
64 t a r g e t=s e l f . consume , args =() )
65 t . s t a r t ( )
66 s e l f . q . j o i n ( )
67 s e l f . tota l_t ime = time . time ( ) − start_time
68
69 def mean_latency ( s e l f ) :
70 l a t e n c i e s = [ s e l f . out_dict [ key ] for key in s e l f . out_dict ]
71 return s t a t i s t i c s .mean( l a t e n c i e s )
72
73 def standard_deviat ion ( s e l f ) :
74 l a t e n c i e s = [ s e l f . out_dict [ key ] for key in s e l f . out_dict ]
75 return s t a t i s t i c s . s tdev ( l a t e n c i e s )
76
77 def throughput ( s e l f ) :
78 return s e l f . n/ s e l f . tota l_t ime
79
80 def test_time ( s e l f ) :
81 return s e l f . tota l_t ime
82
83 def number_of_samples ( s e l f ) :
84 return s e l f . n
85
86 # cloud
87 s e r v e r = ’ 3 5 . 2 2 8 . 2 9 . 2 3 0 : 8 0 ’
88 # edge
89 #serve r = ’10 .0 . 0 . 222 :30851 ’
90
91 n_samples = 5000
92 n_threads = 2
93
94 t e s t = TestPerformance ( se rver , n_samples , n_threads )
95 t e s t . prepare ( )
96 print ( " Preparat ion i s done . " )
97 t e s t . s t a r t_ t i l l _ f i n i s h ( )
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98
99
100 print ( " {} images " . format ( t e s t . number_of_samples ( ) ) )
101 print ( " {} seconds past " . format ( t e s t . test_time ( ) ) )
102 print ( " Throughput i s {} req / s " . format ( t e s t . throughput ( ) ) )
103 print ( "The mean response time i s {} seconds " . format ( t e s t . mean_latency
( ) ) )
104 print ( "The stdev o f re sponse time i s {} seconds " . format ( t e s t .
s tandard_deviat ion ( ) ) )
